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Dugout canoe Columbia river

BOATS & SHIPS OF THE FUR WAR 

Tomol, southern California

Visual aids for the books Fur War and Tenacity 
by David A. Bainbridge
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Sea going wooden boats of the NW Coast
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iqyax, Baidarka 

For a detailed exploration of kayak types see Harvey Golden’s 
magnificent Kayaks of Alaska. 2015. observers said A two 
person kayak could make almost 10 knots.
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kayak, Qayar, Iqyax or qajaq with hunting float

kayak hunters
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Unalaska hunting with atlatl in solo baidarkas

diomedes island hunting whales with two person baidarkas
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Umiak, Nigilax, Baydar
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Russian Shitik at anchor

Koch

Galiot
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Tule boat building

Tule Boat San Francisco Bay

Also called Balsas, Balsas Negro if treated with tar
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Birch bark canot de maitre 

Birch bark canoes were the most commonly used canoes in the fur 
trade east of the rockies. They were light, strong, and easily 

repaired. For much of the time there were essentially company 
factories turning out canoes that might last only one year. 

Those were typically three sizes, a 17-20 footer, one at 26, and the 
"canoe de maitre" at about 36 feet. 

portages were often challenging, pelts were compressed into 90 
pound bundles. Two were often carried and the strongest men 

carried 3 and more rarely 4 or even 5. 
the canoes also had to be carried over wet  

slippery trails and rocks, often in near dark. 

Some bark canoes were used in the interior of Alaska. The Hudson’s Bay 
Company birch bark canoes moved trade goods to the west and furs to 
the east. The express canoe could travel quickly. “Mr. Simpson being 
anxious to get to Fort Garry (about 100 miles distant) today, gave his 

usual Leve Leve Leve at 12 PM.”
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Bateaux at Fort Langley

The York boat could carry 5 tons
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25 foot cutter. used to trade and explore bays and inlets. 
many sailors were lost when these boats foundered 

the La Perouse expedition lost 21 sailors in small boats 
at lituya bay. Many also died on the Columbia bar.
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Sloop

Boston Brigantine
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Full Rigged ship

Author with swivel gun, too often used without cause 
against native people. Later sometimes used on native 

boats against traders or other tribes.
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Canoe in fog on the great lakes


